Flatrate
And if you can’t make up your
mind, take the flat rate, where
all websites are included, for
4200 euros per year.

Logo advertisement rates
Don’t hesitate to contact the
Philapress marketing team at:
phone 0551 / 901-530
muenzen@philapress.de

Special benefits for members of the CoinsWeekly Family
✓✓ Of course we publish your
auction dates.
✓✓ When looking for new staff, we
will publish your job posting
for free.
✓✓ You are free to include our
numismatic dictionary
NumisDict on your own website.
✓✓ We have an interface, if you want
to entertain your clients with
news from CoinsWeekly.

✓✓ And as a member of the
CoinsWeekly Family you are on
our special Link list.
We have a lot more to offer, and
we are very willing to talk to you
in p
 erson on how to present your
company best to the numismatic
world and all the coin enthusiasts
who are reading CoinsWeekly.

MünzenWoche GmbH
Dr. Ursula Kampmann
Pestalozzistraße 35
79540 Lörrach (Germany)

Podcasts / NumisDict / Downloads

Our landing page is and will remain our most prestigious site.
It’s a
 lways on top of the list of hits.
Your logo will be among well known
international auction houses.

We offer a lot of services to the
numismatic community. Among
them are our podcasts, short films
about numismatics in cooperation
with the MoneyMuseum, the
numismatic dictionary as well as an
extensive download area.

one language
both languages

per year
1600 euros
2450 euros

per month
200 euros
300 euros

News
The news site is as well visited and
revisited as our landing page. Here
the active collector returns to every
week and spends his reading time.

one language
both languages

per year
900 euros
1350 euros

per month
120 euros
200 euros

Auction sales / Article of the Week

Technical data
All banner and logo ad files must
be gif or jpg at 72 dpi.
Measurements are:
newsletter banner ad 582 × 44 px
website banner ad
822 × 62 px
logo ad website
200 × 44 px

Homepage

To send your auction material or
if you have technical questions
regarding the files please contact
Björn Schöpe:
bschoepe@muenzenwoche.de

info@muenzenwoche.de
www.muenzenwoche.de
www.coinsweekly.com

Be where the readers are who plan
to buy coins. The auction section is
updated every week just as the news
section, but the advertisement rate is
much lower.

one language
both languages

per year
650 euros
950 euros

per month
90 euros
140 euros

Archive
Do you look for new clients? Our
archive is Google’s favorite. They
love its richness of numismatic terms
nowhere else to be found. And as it
takes an advanced collector to do
a special research on Google, the
collectors you are looking for are
consulting our archive.

Pricing for these sites is the same; if you want to be
at all three of them, you will have
a remarkable discount.

NE

one language
both languages
all three,
both languages

Our up-and-comer of the year.
Wikipedia and Google just love and
link it. It’s visited by hundreds of
people every month who want to
know more about numismatists.
Make sure to be a part of it by sending
your CV and a photo. And show your
dedication to the world of scholars by
placing an advertisement.

one language
both languages

per month
120 euros
200 euros

Our bargains for the beginners. We
want everybody to be able to become
part of the CoinsWeekly Family,
therefore we have three pages where
advertising is possible even for the
small budget of a starter. And be
sure, you will get your attention.

per month
60 euros
90 euros
—

Your Advertisement in CoinsWeekly

NE

Who’s Who

one language
both languages

per year
800 euros
1200 euros

Job market
Dates
Links

W

per month
100 euros
180 euros

NE

Job market / Dates / Links

per year
900 euros
1350 euros

per year
500 euros
750 euros
1500 euros

W

W

per year / all languages
450 euros
450 euros
220 euros

CoinsWeekly is a webzine read by
more than 30 000 readers a month
in 120 nations, who stay more than
two minutes on an average looking at
2–3 pages.
But CoinsWeekly is more than a
journal. CoinsWeekly is the idea of
merging the worlds of collectors,
dealers, scholars, museum curators
and coin producers from all over

the globe. CoinsWeekly considers
itself the international voice of
preserving the right to collect and
promotes a responsible interaction with the past. CoinsWeekly
encourages coin collecting among
people interested in numismatics
and history.
Advertising in CoinsWeekly supports
the work of CoinsWeekly.

The CoinsWeekly Family
As soon as you advertise with your
logo at one of our sites on a regular
basis, you are a member of the
coinsweekly family benefiting from
our various offers.
After more than six years and many

new webpages and services on our
site, we had to slightly adjust our
advertising rates.
Please find all the new advertising
possibilities now, among which you
can choose.

Newsletter banner

News banner

Auction slider
You can book a
n ewsletter banner for
the reduced rate of
110 euros. If you want
to have your banner at
your favorite position,
we will charge you a
supplement of 40 euros.
More than 6000 coin
enthusiasts from all
over the world receive
and read our newsletter.
We have less than 0.5 %
bounces.
The German newsletter,
which is sent to more
than 2000 readers,
boasts a regular open
rate of more than 50 %
with a click through
rate of nearly 60 %, the
English newsletter, sent
to nearly 4000 readers,
has a regular open rate
of more than 40 % and
an even higher click
through rate.
Please understand that
this banner advertisement appears in our
newsletter sent out via
email to our subscribers
and not on our website.

You can book our auction slider for
the reduced rate of 425 euros per
week. The Auction slider is visible on
our landing page as well as on top of
our auction page and every auction
preview, review, e-auction or fixedprice offer. It features also on the
dates sites where many visitors check
out the next auctions and coin shows.
This is our prime advertising space

where you can show the beauty of the
coins you offer for sale (up to 10 coins
with data).
Please think of booking in time as
soon as you know when your auction will take place. There is just one
Auction slider and especially in the
hot auction season it is often fully
booked.

You can book the news banner for
400 euros per week. The News
banner is visible above the news page
as well as above each and every news.
This is another prime space which
we offer now. Tens of thousands of

Archive banner
readers – among them many decision
makers and opinion leaders in the
numismatic community – look each
week at our news and will see your
message.

You can book the archive banner for
375 euros per week. The Archive banner is visible above the archive page
as well as above each and every article from our archive. This is a perfect
space to win new clients as our archive offers more than 5000 articles.
Just to give you an idea: The three

articles about fakes are read more
than 300 times each month, the
article about Peter the Great as his
nation’s barber is a favorite of Google
and read an average of 160 times a
month. And these are only two out
of 5000!

